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Submitted by A. Schumitzky 
A class of operator Riccati integral equations is associated with a factorization 
problem in a certain Banach algebra. Recent results concerning factorization in this 
algebra are used to obtain existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence results 
for the Riccati equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper an equivalence is established between solutions of the 
operator Riccati equations 
P(t) =Jb U”(s, t)(C*(s) C(s) -P*(s)B(s)B*(s)P(s)} U(s(s, t>ds, (1.1) 
I 
p(t) = u(t, 0) m-(0, t) + j-’ u(t, s){A(s) - P(s) D(s) P(s) 1 v(s, t) ds (1.2) 0 
and the factorization of certain associated operators. Recent developments in 
the theory of factorization [ 131 are used to obtain existence, uniqueness, and 
continuous dependence results for these equations. The analysis is based 
solely on properties of the generating operators and their factors, so that 
(1.1) and (1.2) are never directly considered. Rather, the solutions result 
from solutions of certain linear equations in an appropriate Banach algebra. 
The only nonlinear aspect of the analysis is the existence and uniqueness of 
the factorization, which is our point of departure. 
An equivalence between Riccati equations and the factorization of 
operators was first obtained by Schumitzky [ 151. In [ 151 it was shown that 
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every finite-dimensional matrix Riccati equation with continuous coefficients 
P=A+BP+PC+PDP, 
P(0) = F 
(1.3) 
can be generated by the resolvent of a certain Fredholm integral operator, 
and conversely, the resolvent can be determined from the solution of the 
Riccati equation (1.3). As (1.2) can be formally identified with (1.3) via 
4 U(t, s) = BU(t, s), g V(s, t) = V(s, qc, 
our results can be viewed as the infinite-dimensional (and unbounded) 
analogue of those obtained by Schumitzky. We shall not, however, make any 
differentiability assumptions. 
The method of proof in [ 151 is based on the Krein-Bellman formula 
(2,8], which in turn leads to a particular instance of a factorization, namely, 
for Fredholm integral operators with continuous kernels. More general 
results for a large class of compact operators can be found in the seminal 
work of Gohberg and Krein [7]. (An important negative result has been 
recently obtained by Larson [ 11 I.) The factorization results in [ 131 do not 
require compactness, so it will not be assumed. 
Numerous authors ([ 1,4, 12 1, for example) have considered the differen- 
tiated version of (1.1) in connection with control problems for partial 
differential equations and functional differential equations. Gibson [ 6 1 
initially obtained existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence results 
for (1.1) under the hypotheses that we shall impose by relating a certain 
form of the feedback structure in an optimal control problem with some 
previous results of Curtain and Pritchard [3 1. This particular Riccati 
equation has facilitated the analysis of the infinite time regulator problem [6] 
and numerical approximations [ 111. 
Whereas (1.1) has generally been considered in the context of a control 
problem, direct studies of differentiated versions of (1.2) (and generalizations 
beyond quadratic terms) under various hypotheses have been made by 
Temam [ 171, Tartar [ 161, and Kuiper and Shew 191. The latter authors were 
motivated by a problem in transport theory. 
Before proceeding to the main body of the paper we would like to 
emphasize (as a precaution) that our approach differs significantly from the 
approaches taken by any of the authors above. The methods here are 
fundamentally based on an interplay between operators on certain Hilbert 
spaces and associated orthoprojectors on these spaces. So although the paper 
is relatively self-contained, a few digressions will be made to highlight some 
of the important background material, their significance to subsequent 
analysis, and their connections with the controls literature. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
Let H, be a real separable Hilbert space with inner product (., .)HO. Let 
b > 0 and define the spaces H=L*([O, b], H,), <.P= L’([O, b], H) with the 
corresponding inner products 
(2.1) 
A will denote Lebesgue measure on [0, b]. For a Banach space X, the norm 
of an element x E X will be denoted 1x1, and B(X, Y) will stand for the space 
of bounded linear maps from X into Y. For brevity we shall write B(X) = 
B(X, X). Subscripts will be suppressed when no ambiguity arises. 
Given a Banach space X, a map Z: [0, b] + B(X) is said to be strongly 
measurable if t + Z(t)x is strongly measurable for each x E X. We make the 
following hypotheses concerning the operators in (1.1) and (1.2): 
HI. A(-), B(a), C(e) and D(.) are strongly measurable essentially 
bounded functions on [0, b] with values in B(H,). 
H2. FE B(H,). 
H3. (i) U(t, s), V(s, t) E B(H,)for each t, s. 
(ii) U(t, s) = V(s, t) = 0 for t < s and U(t, t) = V(t, t) = I. 
(iii) For each x E H,, U(t, e)x, U(., s)x, V(-, t)x and V(s, .)x are 
weakly continuous for 0 < s < t < b. 
(iv) ForO<r<s<t<b, 
U(t, s) U(s, r> = u@, r>, 
V(r, s) V(s, t) = V(r, t). 
(v) I W, s>I and I v(s, t>l are uniformly bounded on [0, b] x [0, b]. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) will be interpreted in the strong sense, i.e., we 
seek solutions P(-) strongly measurable and essentially bounded such that 
for each x E H,, 
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P(t)x = cqt, 0) FV(0, t)x 
I 
t + u(f, s){A(s) - P(s) D(s) P(s)} I’@, 2)x ds, (2.3) 
0 
with the same interpretation for (1.1). 
As Ho and H are separable, functions with values in these spaces will be 
termed measurable when they are weakly (hence strongly) measurable. 
Let 2Y denote the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets of [0, b] and let X denote an 
arbitrary Hilbert space. A map E: ,Z + B(X) is a resolution of the identity if 
(i) E(Q) = 0, E( [0, b]) = 1. 
(ii) E(w) is a self-adjoint projection for each w E Z. 
(iii) E(w, n wJ = E(o,) E(w,). 
(iv) o, n o2 = Q implies E(o, U OJ = E(w,) + E(q). 
(v) For each x,y E X, the set function E,,y: .JS -+ B(x) defined by 
E,,,(w) = (E(w)x, y) is a Bore1 measure. 
Now let H, and H, be two Hilbert spaces with resolutions of the identity 
E: C-+ B(H,) and E’: ,?Y-+ B(H,), respectively. For t E [0, b] we define 
P’ = E([O, t]) and Prt = E’([O, t]). A map TE B(H,, Hz) is said to be causal 
if P”TPt = P’IT, anticausal if PrtTPt = TP’, and memoryless if E’(w) 
T = TE(w) for all cu E C. We will also write P, for Z - Pt. The linear space 
of memoryless maps in B(H,, H,) will be denoted -M(H,, Hz). It is easy to 
show that A(H, , H,) is closed in B(H,, H,) and is a Banach algebra when 
H,=H, and E=E’. 
We shall be dealing with the resolutions of the identity E: z + B(H) and 
E’: z + B(2) defined by 
E”‘x: t-, 1 4th 
tEo 
0, t@w 
for x(.) E H(Z). Note that P’ and P’l are strongly continuous. 
The orthoprojectors defined above will now be fixed for the remainder of 
the paper and should be considered as part of the structure of the spaces H 
and 27 The remainder of this section consists of a brief review of the ideas 
and results from [ 131 that will be used in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An operator T E B(H) is said to be dominated by 
Lebesgue measure (written T < A) if there exists y > 0 such that IE(o)TI < 
y@(G) for all 0 E 2Y. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let La = {TE B(H): T < A}. Then 
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(i) L’ is a Banach space with the norm 
(ii) La is a right ideal in B(H) 
(iii) ] T], > / T]. 
It is evident that for A E B(H), 1 TAI, < ] TI, IAI, and if A E LA then 
ITA II G I Tl, IA 1.1. Hence, L’ is a Banach algebra. 
Now let T E La and let u be a simple function in 3, u = XI=, X(w,)(t) bi 
with viE H. Define Sr(Z’)v =L??(cui) TV,. In [ 131 it is shown that Y(T) 
extends to M(Z, H) and that the mapping 
is an isometric isomorphism. 
Each A E B(H) generates a map 2 E J(R) via @x)(t) = Ax(t). It is 
evident from the definition of F that for T E La, F(TA) =Sr(T@. 
Define G+ E B(H,R) by (G+x)(t) = P’x. Gt is observed to be causal, so 
that T E L’ implies that F(T) Gt is causal. The transformator R(s) Gt 
will also be denoted [ .]c. (In accordance with the terminology in [7] we 
shall use transformator to denote an operator acting on a space of 
operators.) We also define the complementary transformator [ .lA = F(a) G -, 
where (G-x)(t) = P,x. Concerning these transformators we have the 
following results. 
THEOREM 2.3. F(.) Gt and .F(.) G are bounded projections on L.’ 
and every T E LA has the unique decomposition 
T=.F(T) G+ +.F(T) G-. 
The particular utility of the theorem above stems from the multiplicative 
decomposition of the transformator [. Ic into a product of a memoryless map 
in. N’(W, H) and a bounded causal map in B(H,R’). When coupled with the 
characterization of ,J($@, H) (cf. (2.4)) and .N(H) (Proposition 3.1) this 
result will become our most important tool apart from the factorization itself. 
Another feature of the theorem is that the class of operators for which [ .]c is 
defined is independent of compactness assumptions. In general this transfor- 
mator cannot be defined for all operators and chains of orthoprojectors-a 
necessary and sufficient condition is that the operator be in the Macaev ideal 
of compact operators. (We refer the interested reader to [ 71 for this result 
and the extensive role [a 1, plays in the theory of Volterra operators.) 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose T E La is causal (anticausal). Then T is 
quasinilpotent and (I - T))’ - Z E LA is also causal (anticausal). 
We define the “dual” L *a of LA by 
L*l= (TEB(H): T*ELA} 
and endow it with the norm 
1 TI,, = inf 1 y: 1 TE(w)l < y ,,, 
L*A is a left ideal in B(H), and is also a Banach algebra. 
An operator T E LA f7 L *I is said to have a special (left) factorization if 
there exist operators X, , X E LA n L*A respectively causal and anticausal 
such that 
I+ T=(Z+X+)(Z+X-). (2.5 1 
X, and X- will be referred to as the factors (or Volterra factors) of T. From 
Theorem 2.4 it follows that (Z + X,)-l exists and (I + X,)-I -Z E 
LA n L *‘. (We note that Gohberg-Krein [7] reserve the term Volterra for 
operators that are both compact and quasinilpotent.) The major result on 
factorization from [ 131 is 
THEOREM 2.5. T E LA A L*A has a special factorization (2.5) if and 
only if (I+ P’TP’))’ exists in B(H) for each t E [0, bJ. Moreover, this 
factorization is unique. 
By substituting P, for P’ the theorem above also holds for the special 
(right) factorization 
(I+ T)= (Z+Xmm)(Z+X+). (2.6) 
The factorization (2.5) will be used to generate the initial value Riccati 
equation (1.2), while the second factorization will be used for the terminal 
value problem. 
When we consider continuous dependence in Section 5, use will be made 
of the topology on LA and the following result which is implicit in the proof 
of Theorem 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let W+=(Z+X+)-‘-I and W-=(Z+X-Z. 
Then, 
W, = ,9-(T).&‘(T) G+, w- =-[.F(T*)J&f*(T)G+]*, 
where J(T) E.AY(~R), J@‘(T)x: t -+ (I + P’TP’))’ x(t). 
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Finally, we remark that the results in this section hold with slight 
modification if we replace H by an arbitrary Hilbert space and L with a 
probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
3. PREPARATORY RESULTS 
Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Riccati equations (1.1) and 
(1.2) will be proved via a factorization of the Volterra factors of a certain 
“generating” operator through the larger space AY (using Theorem 2.3). The 
solutions then arise in connection with a product of operators from 
4(,X, H) and .l(H,;F”) (with product in EM). In this section we 
introduce the memoryless operators on and between the Hilbert spaces H 
and .X that play a prominent role in this factorization. 
The first order of business here is to give a concrete representation for 
6W 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose M EM(H). Then there exists a B(H,) 
valued function C(t) such that 
(i) C(t) is strongly measurable. 
(ii) ess s"Pte(O.bl Ic@>i = l"I. 
(iii) For each x E H, (Mx)(t) = C(t) x(t) a.e. 
ProoJ Let {xj}j”=, be a complete orthonormal basis for Ho, and let X 
denote the linear span of {xj}z,. Then for almost every t we can define the 
linear map c”(t) on X by its action on the (Hamel) basis {xj) via C(t) xj = 
(MYi)( where Ti is the constant function in H, Zj(t) = xj. Consider the set 
of finite linear combinations of the xi)s with rational coefficients 
A = x E X: x = x qixi with qi rational, IJI < 00 i 
icJ r 
Then A is countable, say, A = Up=, zk. Now let y > lMI and consider the set 
S, is measurable for each k since C(t) zk = (MFJ(t) a.e. Define 
y(t) = ‘0”’ i1 tES, t@ s,. 
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if A@,)> 0. But Iv]=]zk] m, h ence A(s,) = 0. Thus there exists a 
Bore1 set w c [0,6] with A([O, b] - w) = 0 such that IC(t)xI < ]M( Ix] for all 
t~oandx~A.Nowletx~X,x=C~=,r~x~,anddefine{wj}cAsothat 
wj = Cy= r quxi with qij --t ri for each i. Then 
I C(t)XI ~ I C(t)X - C(t) Wjl + I C(t) Wjl. 
Letting j -+ co it follows that for t E o, I C(t)x I < I MI Ix I. Since X is dense in 
H,, for each t E w, C(t) has a unique continuous extension C(t) to H, with 
/ C(t)( < (M]. The strong measurability of C(t) follows from the equality 
C(t)x = (KT)(t) a.e. for x E H,, and (i) is proved. Now define C E B(H) by 
(Cx)(t) = C(t) x(t). Let x E H be simple, x = Cy=, X(oi)(t) xi. Then 
cx = 2 X(q)(t) C(t) xi 
i=l 
= + E(q) MXi. 
,Y* 
But since M is memoryless, 
~ E(wi) MXi = ~ ME(Ui) I 
i=l iY* 
= Mx. 
Then C = A4 since they agree on the simple functions in H. This proves (iii). 
Part (ii) follows from combining the inequality / C(t)1 < IAIl a.e. with the 
observation 
Ic(t)x(t)~*dt/ 1’2 <e;fp4CWl /xl. I 
Proposition 3.1 states that M(H) is the familiar space B,([O, b], Ho) (cf. 
[ 181). However, for consistency we will retain the notation M(H) since other 
spaces of memoryless operators are used. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let g: [0, b] x [0, 61 + B(H,). Assume that g(t, .)x 
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and g(., 5)x are weakly continuous for each t, z E [0, b] and x E H,. Let 
~up~,~ 1 g(t, t)l < M. For x E H define the map P by 
(Fx>(t): r + g(t, t) x(t). 
Then .Y E A(H, 62”). 
Proof. Let x E H be simple, x(t) = Cy= 1 X(wi)(t) xi. Then for t E QJi, 
(Yx)(t): t + g(r, t) xi. By weak continuity, g(., t) xi E H. Hence (Yx)(t) E H 
for each t. Next we show that (.yx)(.) is measurable. Let z E H. Then, 
((LvX>(t>, Z)H = f X(ui>(t) ki(t), 
i=l 
where 
Now ki(t) is continuous by virtue of the weak continuity of g(r, .) xi and 
dominated convergence (( g(r, tn) xi, z(r)) -+ (g(q t) xi, z(r)) pointwise and 
I(g(r, t,) xi, z(r))1 < A4 Ixil I z(r)l). Thus (Px)(.) is measurable for x simple. 
For the general case take x c H and let x, be simple with x,,(t) + x(t) a.e. 
Then for each t, 
1 1 Ilo b, I dry W,(t> - x(t))li, dr/ 
112 
I(~‘x,>(t) - (~~x>U, < 
G M I X”(f) - 4%’ 
Thus .Yx, + 57’~ a.e., and ,Vx is measurable. Furthermore, 
Hence, Y E B(H,AY). It remains to show that 27 is memoryless. To see this 
note that 
(E’(0) ox): t + yx)(t)‘(r)y 
1 
tEu 
3 tczw 
= g(5 t> x(tS, 
1 
tEu 
0, t@w, 
164 
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(mqw)x)(t): t + I op’“9 l) xwy 
tczo 
7 t6sw’ 
And the proposition is proved. I 
Let g be defined as above. Then g also induces a map G E B(H) by 
Gx: t+ 
! g(t, s) x(s) ds. (3.1) IO,bl 
Since SUP~,~ 1 g(t, s)j GM, we have, for w E C, 
IE(w)G I* = sup 1 11 g(t, s) x(s) ds / * dt (3.2) 
Id=] w IO,bl 
so that G E La. Thus from (2.4), ;T(G) E J(o?, H). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Define G as in (3.1). Then for x E Z, 
PTG)xlW = !,, bJ & s)W>(s) ds a.e. 
Proof. Let x, be a sequence of simple functions in R such that x, -+ x in 
OF, and x,(t)+ x(t) a.e. Since F(G) E A(&?, H) we have Sr(G)x, + 
F(G)x in H. Let x, = C”; 1 ~(w,,)(t) x,,~. By definition (cf. (2.4)), 
jr(G) x, = c E(wni) Gx,, 
I 
= ~xhJ(O Ilo bl & s> x,&) ds- 
Thus, 
Define 
VW = J g(c s>W)>(s) ds. 
IO,bl 
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Then, 
Iv@> - [x(G) x,l(t)12 < jco bI I & sH(x(t)>(s> - (xn(t))(s)l12 ds 
Q M2 Ix@> - -Tl(Olif~ 
Therefore for a.e. t, v(t) = lim,[F(G) xn](t). The result follows since 
T(G) x, + T(G)x. 1 
Let g, and g, satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2. Then g, induces a 
map 55’ E J?(H,Z) as in the proposition, and g, induces a map G E B(H) 
by (3.1). Let 6 E M(H) and consider the transformator X acting on A(H) 
by 
Z’(S) = F(G) c%‘. (3.3) 
Then I.-?!‘[ < IF( IYJ. Al so, X’(S) is memoryless since F(G), 8 and F 
are. (The composition of memoryless maps is easily seen to be memoryless.) 
Thus .X E B(J’(H)). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let g, satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 and 
consider the anticausal operator .F defined by 
Fx: t+ gAt, s) x(s) ds. 
Then the transformator X in (3.3) is quasinilpotent. (This is also true ifF is 
causal, .Fx: t -+ 1; g2(tr s) x(s) ds.) 
Proof. Let x E H be the constant function x(t) = x0 with Ix0 I = 1. By 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, 
(<Xd)x: t -+ 1” g2(t, s) 6(s) g,(s, t) x0 ds. 
1 
Since .Z’!j E .4(H), by Proposition 3.1, 
Crd>(t> xo = jb &(t, s) 6(s) g,(s, t) x0 ds. 
I 
Now let M = SUP~,~ I g,(t, s)l I g,(s, t)l. Then for 161 = 1 (i.e., ess sup 
I WI = 112 
IW’4Wl < Wb - 0 a.e. t. 
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By induction it follows that 
a.e. t. (3.4) 
Thus IX” ] < M”b”/n!, and 27 is quasinilpotent. 1 
We note that separability of H,, is not required. Dropping the separability 
hypothesis does, however, necessitate different conditions on g, and g, 
(jointly strongly continuous, for example) and a different proof of 
Proposition 3.1. A nonconstructive proof of Proposition 3.1 is outlined 
below: 
Let z denote the set of functions on [0, b] with the following properties: 
(i) For each u E 2Y there exists a linear subspace X, c H, such that 
a(t) E B(X,, H,) for each t. 
(ii) For x E X0, a(t)x = (MY)(t) a.e., where x(t) = x. 
Note that the construction given in the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that 2J 
is nonempty. Define a partial ordering Q on 2Y by oa < os if X0, E X0, and 
u,(t) Ix,* = a,(t) for all t. Let q = {a,} be a chain in 2Y. Then consider 
x=ux, 
and the function u(t) E B(X, H) defined by u(t)x = u,(t)x for x E X,. It is 
easily verified that u as defined is an upper bound for GY. From Zorn’s 
lemma there exists a maximal element p E .E. Suppose p(t) E B(X,,, H,) with 
X, a proper subspace of HO. Let z @G X,. Then consider p(f) E 
B(X, @ {z }, H,) defined by 
/qt)(x + az) = p(t)x + a(fm)(t). 
Then p > p. Hence, X, = H, and p(t) is the required function. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
The following lemma will be used repeatedly in this section. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let TE La and assume that T is anticausal. Define 
9”- E A(R) by (Y-x)(t) = P,x(t), where P, = Z - P’. Then, 
sT(T)=fl(T)9-. 
(The result also holds if T is causal and we replace 9”- by 9’, (9+x)(t) = 
P’x(t).) 
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ProoJ Choose E > 0 and let u be a step function in 2, 
u = Cx[ti, ti+r)(t)vi. By definition, X(T)u = zE([ti, ti+i)) TV,* Since for 
any x E H, t + P,x is continuous, we can find a refinement of the partition 
{ti}, say, {ti,}, such that for all i, J(Pl -P,) Vi1 < E for t E [fij, fij+,)* Now 
define v, by 
Then 
19-v - u,I < Elfi. 
Hence, IsT(T)9-v -F(Z) v,] <E (TJ,. Now from the identity for 
anticausal maps 
(PI, - C$+,> Wij = (Plii - Pt9+,K 
it follows that ST(T) V, = F(T)u. As E was arbitrary, it follows that F(T) 
and Y(T) 9”- agree on the step functions. The general case is immediate 
from the continuity of ST(T) and ST(Z’)Q-. 1 
Define the map T E B(H) by 
TX: t + C(t) lb U(t, s) B(s) x(s) ds, (4.1) 
0 
where B(+), C(a) satisfy Hl and U(., a) satisfies H2. (We will also write B, C 
for the operators B(.), C(a) E J(H).) It is easily verified that T E La n L ** 
(cf. (3.2)). Thus T*TE La n L*a. And since (I + P’T*TP’)-’ E B(H) for 
each t E [0, b], from Theorem 2.5 it follows that (Z + T*T) has the special 
factorization. 
Before proceeding to the first main result, it would be helpful to give a 
control perspective of some of the ideas of the preceding sections. The map T 
in (4.1) can be interpreted as the input/output map of the system 
x(f) = It U(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, 
0 
v(t) = x(t) (taking C = Z for convenience). 
Now let K E L’ so that [KT], = F(K) TG’ is defined. If we assume that K 
is anticausal, then by the lemma above jr(K) FG+ = R(K) 9’- TG+ . For 
an arbitrary input u it is easily verified that (9-?;G+u)(t) = P, TP’u. 
(9”-TG’u)(t) is then the response of the system after time t corresponding 
to the input u terminating at t. The significance of this set of responses is 
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well recognized in the systems literature [ 19,201. Next, if we introduce the 
map J” E H(H, (W), 
with a little algebra it can be shown that .NT=.P-TG+. Thus, [KT],. = 
F(K). J/T. Since .F(K) E .H(@Y, H) and .h ‘E .H(H, Z), it follows that 
.7(K) /Y’ E .H(H) = B,( [0, b], H,) (Proposition 3.1). Therefore each 
K E LA induces a feedback control law via the gain <F(K) 4; which is the 
memoryless part of the decomposition of [KT],. =,F(K)~ 4 ‘T. It turns out 
that the optimal feedback control law for the regulator problem with 
quadratic cost can be generated in this fashion. We will return to this 
discussion after the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T be defined as in (4.1). Then (I + T*T) has the 
special factorization 
(I + T*T) = (Z + v*)(Z + v)> (4.2) 
where 
vx: t + B*(t) P(t) j”’ U(t, s) B(s) x(s) ds (4.3) 
0 
and P(.) is the unique solution in .&Y(H) to the Riccati equation 
P(t)x =ib U*(s, t){C*(s) C(s) - P*(s) B(s) B*(s) P(s)} U(s, t)x ds. (4.4 ) 
I 
Remark. We emphasize that existence and uniqueness of (4.4) is part of 
what is to be proved. 
Proof: We have already commented on the existence of the factorization. 
Subtracting the identity operator from both sides of (4.2) and multiplying by 
(I+ v*)-‘, 
V= (I+ V*)-’ T*T- V*. 
Noting that .F(V) Gf = V and %F(V*) G+ = 0 (cf. Theorem 2.3), applying 
I”(+) G+ above yields 
V=.F((Z+ V*)-’ T*) TG+. 
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From Proposition 3.2 it follows that the map Y‘: H -+ 2 defined by 
is an element of M(H,R). Now define S E B(H) by 
Sx:t+ 
1 
’ f-q, s) B(s) x(s) ds. 
0 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
From (4.1), (4.5) and (4.6) it is clear that for r > t, 
[@G+x)(t)](z) = (P,TP’x)(t) = [(&Xx)(t)](t). (4.7) 
Hence by Lemma 4.1, 
V=.F((Z+ if”)-’ r*> cm. (4.8) 
Now .F((Z + V*)-’ T*) f?XE.M(H) since Y((Z + V*)-’ r*), c and .d. 
are memoryless. Thus, from Proposition 3.1 there exists a B(H,) valued 
function M(t) such that 
M(a) =F((Z + v*)-’ T”) c/Y-. (4.9) 
Substituting this into (4.8) yields V = MS, where M = M(e). From (4.2) we 
also obtain 
Y= T*T- Y* - V*K 
Again, applying the transformator X(.) G+ it follows that 
V=.F(T*) 7;G+ -.F(V*) VG’. 
Lemma 4.1 and a calculation similar to (4.7) yields 
,F(V*) vG+ =.F(V*)M/t/“S. 
(4.10) 
Again using Lemma 4.1, and substituting (4.7) and the above into (4.10) we 
obtain 
Hence, 
V = MS = F(T*) &23 - 2-( V*) i&KS. 
[M-.F(T*) c.ff+.F(V*)fifl]S = 0. 
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Let L, = (6 EA(H): 6s = O}. It is clear that L, is closed. Now since 
v*x: t -+ B*(t) U*(s, t) M*(s) x(s) ds, 
the transformator X E B(A(H)) defined by .X(6) =F( V*) &:/y‘ is 
quasinilpotent by Proposition 3.4. We claim that .X is L, invariant. To see 
this assume 6s = 0. Then (&Nsx)(t) = G(M.Sx)(t). So for r > t, 
(&KSx)(t): T -, J(T) U(7, t) j’ U(t, s) B(s) x(s) ds 
0 
= 6(r) j’ U(z, s) B(s) x(s) ds 
0 
= (dSP’x)(r) 
=o a.e.. since 6s = 0. 
Therefore X(8)S = 0 when 6 E L,. Hence, given y E L, there exists a unique 
6, E L, such that (Z +X) 6, = y. In particular, since 
M-.F(T*) c,k’+.F(v*)MJ!e L, 
there is a unique 6, E L, such that 
M-6,=.~(T*)~/Y’--.~(V*)(M-B0)./Y-. (4.11) 
Since 6, E L, it follows that V = M,S, where MO = M - 6,. Making this 
substitution into (4.11) we obtain 
MO = 3-p *> c*&v- - sT(S *> fi,*E,x 
From Proposition 3.1, MO = MO(.), and so for x E Ho we have from 
Proposition 3.3 
M,(t)x = B*(t) j” U*(s, t){C*(s) C(s) - M$(s) M,(s)} U(s, t) x ds. (4.12) 
f 
Now define P(.) by 
P(t)x = jb U*(s, t){C*(s) C(s) -M,*(s) M,(s)} U(s, t) x ds. 
t 
Since M,(t) = B*(t) Z’(t), we obtain the desired existence result, 
P(t)x = jb U*(s, t){C*(s) C(s) - P*(s) B(s) B*(s) P(s)} U(s, t) x ds. 
t 
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It is also immediate that P(t) is self-adjoint. To prove uniqueness let P, and 
P, be two bounded solutions of (4.4). Define M,(t) = B*(t) P,(t) for i = 1, 2, 
and Vi = M,(.)S. By back tracking the argument we see that Mi = Mi(.) 
satisfies 
M,=.F(T*) CM-.F(l/ir)&K (4.13) 
Thus 
Or 
Vi =;r(T*7’) G+ -X(Vi”Vi) G+. 
Now since Vi= [T*T],- [VFVi]c, it follows that Vi* = [T*T],* - [V~V,]~. 
But from Theorem 2.3, each K E La has a unique decomposition of the form 
K = [Klc + [KIA. And since the adjoint of a causal map is anticausal, VT = 
[ T*T], - [VT V], . Therefore 
vi+v~=[T*T],+[T*T],-(vi*v],-[vi*v], 
= T*T- V,?Vi. 
Hence, (Z + T*T) = (Z + V,*)(Z + Vi). By uniqueness of the factorization, 
V, = Vz. Therefore for i = 1, 2, Mi - M E L,, where M is defined as in (4.9). 
Thus Mi = M + di for some Ji E L,. But a solution of (4.11) of the form 
M + di is unique. Hence, M, = M,. But then 
P1(t)x = jb u*(s, t){C*(s) C(s) -Pz*(s) B(s) B*(s) P*(s)} U(s, t) x ds 
t 
= P&)X. 
The expression for the factor V is obtained from noting that V= M,S = 
B*PS. 1 
Consider the following regulator problem on H, 
subject to the constraint 
x(t) = U(t, 0) x(0) + j’ U(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, 
0 
YW = C(t) 40 
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The solution to this problem can be realized as 
G(t) = -B*(t) P(t) 2(t), 
where P(s) satisfies (4.4) [ 3, 6). Using the operator A4 E, d(H) defined by 
M(t) = B*(t) P(t), we see that the factor V in (4.3) has the “memoryless- 
state” decomposition I’= MS, where M is the negative of the optimal gain 
and S (cf. (4.6)) is the input to state map of the system. It can be shown that 
the special factorization together with the memoryless-state decomposition of 
V yield a simple direct approach for obtaining the optimal feedback control 
law from the equivalent open-loop control for the linear regulator-quadratic 
cost problem (see [ 131 for details). This problem was also investigated in a 
similar context by DeSantis et al. [S] and by Porter [ 14). Note also that the 
gain M(t) = B *P(t) may be computed via (4.12). 
We now consider the Riccati equation (1.2). The method of proof parallels 
that of the previous theorem, so we will omit some of the details. 
Again the proof relies on the factorization of a certain operator (existence 
and uniqueness of which is guaranteed by Theorem 2.5). The “correct” 
operator to factor (cf. [ 15 1) is 
T=D,(Z+T,T,)D,, (4.14) 
where 
D,, D, E ,W-f) with D,D, = D (such a factorization always exists), 
(4.15) 
.h 
z E B(H); Zx1t-t ! U(t, 0) FJ’(0, s) x(s) ds, (4.16) 0 
I 
T, E B(H); T,x: t+ 1 W, s) -4s) ds, 
(4.17) 
0 
.b 
T, E BW); T,x: t + i 
A(t) I’(& s) x(s) ds. (4.18) 
t 
THEOREM 4.3. Define T as in (4.14), and suppose that (I + P’TP’)-’ E 
B(H) for each t E [0, b]. Then 
(i) (I + T) = (Z + X+)(1 + X-) with X, , X- , respectively, causal and 
anticausal. 
(4 X, Y: t -+ IF Dl(t> W, s> P(s) D,(s)Y(s) ds, 
i 
b 
xm y:t+ D,(f) P(t) 0 0 &(s)Y(s) ds, 
1 
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where P(.) is the unique solution in .X(H) to the Riccati equation 
P(t)x = U(t, 0) FV(0, t)x 
1 
t 
+ U(t, s){A(s) - P(s) D(s) P(s)) V(s, t) x ds. (4.19) 
0 
Proof: (i) From the boundedness assumptions on the operators 1 A(t)l, 
IDlWl~ IW)l, IFL I w, s>l and I V(t, s)l, it is evident that T E L*’ n L*-I. 
Hence, Theorem 2.5 implies that (I + 7) has the unique special factorization 
(I+ T)= (I+X+)(Z+X-). I 
(ii) As several operators are used in the course of the theorem. for 
convenience we will define some of them here: 
A, E JW); ‘4, (t> = Dl@> w, 0) wo, t>, 
Tl E, X(H); T,(t) = U(G 0) WO, t) D,(t), 
W E B(H); Px: t + ft D,(t) U(t, s) x(s) ds, 
-0 
7 E B(H); 7‘x: t+ er 
I W, s) W) x(s) ds, t 
. I‘E.N(H,X); [ (~ f’i)@)] : r + 1 yr5 t, x(t)y 
r<t 
3 r>t 
H E d(H, .F); [(,/TX)(t)]: t+ /;*(t3 r)X(t)y 
t<t 
3 5 > t. 
(4.20) 
(4.2 1) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
The special factorization in (i) implies X = (Z + X+)-r (T - X,). Applying 
the transformator .F(.) GP and noting that &;T(X-) GP =K and 
,F((Z + X,))’ X,) GP = 0, it follows that 
X- =jr((Z + W+)T) G- (4.26) 
=F(D,ZD,)G-+F(W+)D,ZD,G-+F((Z+W+)D,T,)TzD,G-, 
where W, = (Z + X+)- ’ - 1. We now show that we can pull out the 
operator Y (as defined in (4.23)) from each of the terms on the right in 
(4.26). Now, 
jr(D,ZD,) G-x: t -+ Dl(t) 1’ U(t, 0) FV(0, s) D,(s)x(s) ds 
t 
= D,(t) U(t, 0) PV(0, t) 1’ V(t, s) D2(s) x(s) ds 
t 
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In the second term we consider D, ZD, G-. For t < t, 
P’D, ZD,P,x: r -+ 
I = D,(z) U(?, 0) FV(0, s) D*(s) x(s) ds t 
= Dl(z) U(s, 0) FV(0, t) IoT V(t, s) D&) x(s) ds 
= K4~4w1(~)~ 
where A z E .M(ZZ, aP) is defined by 
V*x)(O: 7 -+ 
! 
D, (7) u(7, ‘3 MO, t) x(t), r,<t 
o 
7 5 > t. 
Thus, K( IV,) D, ZD, G- = Y( W,) A,?.. In the third term we consider 
T,D,G-. For tQt, 
P’Tz D,P,x: 7 + 
1 
= A(r) V(7, s) D,(s) x(s) ds 
t 
=A(7) V(s, t) IT V(t, s) D,(s) x(s) ds 
= [(in x)(t ;, (7). 
And .F((Z + W,) D, T,) TzDz G- =*F((Z + IV,) D, T,)A.HF ‘. Putting 
these considerations together we obtain 
x- =A$:‘, (4.27) 
where /i =/i I + K( W,) /i, + 3+-((Z + W,) D, T,) 2-K. Now applying the 
transformator F(. ) G to the identity 
we obtain 
Xp=T-X+X--X+, 
X- =/I,~‘+~(D,T,)A./t/‘~‘--.~(X+)x_G-. 
Using the same type of manipulations as above, it is easily seen that for 
JJ E H, (P’X_ Ply)(t) = [(/iMTy)(t)](z). Thus using (4.27) it follows that 
[A -A, -.~(D,T1)A.~+.~(X+)/l./t/-]~‘=O. (4.28) 
Now we proceed to develop a representation for X, . In the previous theorem 
this was not necessary since X, = XT, which is not the case here (T # T*). 
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By taking adjoints in the factorization (i), and performing the same type of 
computations as before, we arrive at 
XT = Pw *, (4.29) 
where TEA(H), r= I-r + (r-r,) (r, and Z! defined in (4.21) and (4.22)). 
Substituting (4.29) into (4.28), it follows that 
[A - n, - X(D1 T,) 2M + cq?P%T) lLqT = 0. (4.30) 
Now define the transformator 4 E B&K(H)) by T(S) =F(%‘r) &A’” and 
let L, = {8 Ed(H): 6Y = 0). A is quasinilpotent by Proposition 3.4, and 
it is easily verified that A is L, invariant. Thus there exists a unique 6, E L,, 
such that 
i.e., 
(I+~)(d,)=A, -A +.F(D,T,)A,H- (2T)/i,Y-, (4.3 1) 
~+s,=/i,+~(D,T,)~~~-.ST(~r)(/I+61)~. (4.32) 
Thus X- = (A + 6,)Y since a,?‘” = 0. Returning again to XT, the same 
considerations lead to a unique 6, E A(H) with 6,%* = 0 such that 
I-* ++I-,* +;T(D2*~2*)k-.qv*)((i* +s:)(r* +6,pc (4.33) 
Now define P(a) Ed(H) by 
P(t)x = tqt, 0) FV(0, t)x 
+ 1: w, ww - (rw + @(s))w) + w))j w, 4 x ds. (4.34) 
By evaluating (4.32) and (4.33) and using 2!%r= %(r + 6:) it is seen that 
A + 6, = D,P and r* + 6, = D:P*. Making these substitutions into (4.34) 
we obtain 
P(t)x = up, O)FV(O, t)x 
+ j-' U(t,s){A(s)- P(s)D(s)P(s)} V(s, t)x ds. 
0 
The form of the factors in (ii) is deduced from X, = %(r + S,*) = %PD, and 
X- = (A + 6,)F = D,PF". To prove uniqueness of this solution take 
D, = I, D, = D. Then as in the manner of the proof in Theorem 4.2, it can 
be shown that any bounded solution of (4.19) leads to a factorization of 
(If r). Combining the uniqueness of the factorization with the uniqueness 
of the solutions to (4.32) and (4.33) (cf. Theorem 4.2) yields the result. 1 
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A few observations are appropriate at this time. Let g(t) = P’TP’. Then 
I g(O)1 = 0, and I g(t)1 is nondecreasing and continuous (continuity is easily 
deduced from TE La nL**). Let b* =sup{t: Ig(t)l < I}. Then for t < b*, 
(I + P’TP’))’ exists. Thus for t* < b*, Z + P’*TP’* has the special 
factorization, and consequently (4.19) has a unique bounded solution on 
[0, t* 1. Hence local existence and uniqueness of solutions is always 
guaranteed. 
Turning the argument around, a bounded solution of (4.19) on 10, t* 1 
ensures the existence of the factorization of P’*TP’* via the uniqueness 
argument in the proof of the theorem. The factorization then implies the 
invertibility of (I + P’TP’) for t < t* by Theorem 2.5. 
Now extend the domain of the operators in Hl-H3 to [0, co 1 (i.e., b = a~) 
and let 
b* = sup{ t: a bounded solution of (4.19) exists on [ 0, t I). 
We claim that SU~,~,~,~*) IP(t)l = co if b* < co. By the equivalence between 
the Riccati equation and the factorization it is evident from the remarks 
above that if b* < co, then (Z + Pb *TPb *) is not invertible and thus 
I(Z + P’TP’))‘/ -+ co as t + b*. But if SUP~~,~,~+) IP( < co, then the kernels 
of the factors in (ii) remain bounded. Then upon consideration of the 
Neumann expansions of (I + P’X, P’) ’ and (Z + P’X_ P’) ‘, it follows that 
SUP,,,~,~*) I(Z + P’TP’))’ I < co. Thus we conclude that the solution of (4.19) 
can be continued so long as it remains bounded. 
This discussion is summarized below. 
COROLLARY 4.4. There exists a b* > 0 such that (4.19) has a unique 
solution on [0, b*). Furthermore, this solution can be continued if and only if 
it is uniformly bounded on [0, b*), or equivalently, if and only if 
(I+ Pb*TPb*)-’ E B(H). 
In the following case we are always assured of a global solution. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose A(.), F, D(.) > 0 and assume that V(s, t) = 
U*(t, s). Then for any b > 0, (4.19) has a unique bounded solution on 10, b 1. 
Proof Let A”*, D “2 E .4(H) denote the positive square roots of A( +) 
and D(. ), respectively. Define 
iy E B(H); F;,x: t + A l’*(t) 1’ U(t, s) x(s) ds, 
0 
I 
b F* E B(H); F*x: t + U*(s, t) A”*(s) x(s) ds. 
I 
Then f2 = Ff. Taking D, = D, = D”*, it follows that D, T, T,D, = 
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D’12F, T2 D112 > 0. Now let F’12 denote the positive square root of F, and 
define Z, E B(H,, H) by 
Z,x: t -+ U(t, 0) F”‘x. 
Then Z = Z,Z,* and D,ZD, = D’12Z,Z$DL/2 > 0. Hence, T= D,(Z + 
T, T,)D, > 0. And consequently (Z + PtTP’)-’ E B(H) for each t E [0, b]. 
The result follows directly from the theorem. m 
5. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
In this section we will demonstrate that the solution to the Riccati 
equation (1.2) is “well behaved” under perturbations of the operators in 
Hl-H3. These results parallel those of Gibson [6] and thus have similar 
applications (see [lo], for example). However, because (1.2) is not linked to 
a control problem, the method of proof in (61, which is essentially based on 
the well-posedness of the regulator problem, is not applicable here. The 
method here involves a monitoring of the effects of the perturbations in the 
argument of the proof of Theorem 4.3. Since all our arguments begin with 
the factorization, the principal tools are Corollary 2.6 and the topological 
structure of La (recall from (2.4) that .F(.) is an isometric isomorphism 
between La and ./(z, H)). 
Define a norm 1. ]A,.l* on LA n L*A by 
I RLa* = max{l% lTl,d 
Let 
A={TELAnL *‘: (Z + T) has the factorization (2.5)), 
and endow A with the 1. /13,1* topology. Define the maps J,, 
J-:A+LAnL*’ by J+(T)= X, , J-(T) =X- , where X, and X- are the 
causal and anticausal factors of T, respectively. 
THEOREM 5.1. With the notations above, 
(i) /i is an open set, 
(ii) J, and J- are continuous. 
Proof: (i) For T E La n L *’ it follows from the definition of LA n L*’ 
that the map t --+ P’TP’ is continuous in B(H). Let TO E/i. Then using the 
identity 
Z + P’T,P’ = (Z + P’X, P’)(Z + P’X- P’), 
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we obtain from Theorem 2.4 that (Z + PT,,P’))’ E B(H) for each t E [0,6]. 
Define the real-valued function 
a(t) = sup{a: (Z + K))’ E B(H) for all K E B(H) satisfying 
lK-PP’ToP’I <a}. 
Continuity of a(.) follows from the continuity of P’T,P’. Since a(t) > 0 for 
each t E [0, b], by continuity, min, a(t) = a, > 0. Let T E L’ n L*A with 
IT- Toln,n* < ao. Then IP’TP*--fToPfI~/T-To/gIT-Tol~,~*<a. 
Hence (I+ PfTPf)-’ E B(H) for each t. Thus TEA by Theorem 2.5. 
(ii) Let W, = (Z +X+)-l -I. From Corollary 2.6, 
W, = --F(T) d(T) G+. 
Define S+:A+L*nL*’ by SP+(T)=(I+J+(T))-‘-I, and suppose 
T,+ To in LAnLL*” with To, T,, E A. Then for a Bore1 set o E z, 
IE(oW+Vo) - ~+Vn>ll < IE(o)~(To)W(To) - -pp(Tn)> G+ I 
+ I@~>GTo> -~(Tn))~(Tn) G+ I 
G I ToI, IE’(w)W(To) - JVJ) G+ I 
+ I To - Tn II P’(w) d(Tn) G+ I. (5.1) 
Since the map 
y: n -+AqGY) 
defined by y(7’)x: t -+ (Z + P’TP’) x(t) is continuous, by continuity of the 
inverse map, J(s) is continuous (since d(T) = [y(T)-‘). Hence, 
IE’(w)(J(To) - J(T,J) G+ I < ;t; I(~(To> - ~(WPfxlz dt/ I” 
< Id’(To) - d(T,)I J y. (5.2) 
Also, 
sup I ~(TJI. n (5.3) 
The continuity of d(e) together with the estimates (5.1k(5.3) imply that 
.%?+(T,,)+ 9+(~,) in LA. Thus J+(T,)-+J+(T,) in LA. Using similar 
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arguments with the representation of W? (cf. Corollary 2.6) we can also 
obtain J-(7’,J-+L(T,) in L*A. Now, taking the difference of the identities 
yields 
J+O-J = T,, -J-V’,) -J+U’JJ-@‘,A 
J+(T,)=T,---(T,)--+(T,)J-(T,) 
I~+~~,~--+~~,~I,~~I~,--T,l,~+IJ~~~,~---~~,~I,~ 
+ IJ, (To) J-V,) - J+ CT,,> J-(To>ln* 
+ IJ+(Tn>J~(To> -J+VJJ-(T,JI,*. 
Recalling that for A E B(H), IAT],, < [A I 1 TI,, , we have 
lJ+(Td -J+V’,)l,. < I To - T,rla* + IJ-‘2-o) -J-(TrJl,~ 
x {l + “\P lJ+(Tn)Il 
+ IJ+VJ -J+VJ IJ-(ToIn*. 
The terms on the right above tend to zero as n -+ co since J, (T,) -+ J, (T,,) in 
LA and J-(T”)+ J_(T,J in L*A. This proves (ii) for J, . The same argument 
applied to the identity 
J-(T)= T-J+(T)-J+(T)J-(T) 
establishes the continuity of .I-. i 
Now assume 
A,(*)+A(*h DA*) + w-1 (in -4W), 
F,+F in Wf,), 
Un(4 s> + w, s>, Y,(s, t) + qs, t) 
in B(H,) uniformly on [0, b] X [0, b]. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Associating the operators T,, with those above in the same manner as in 
Theorem 4.3, it is readily verified that (5.4~(5.6) imply that T,, + T in 
L,.3 n L **. Hence by Theorem 5.1, their respective factors also converge in 
the topology of La n L *’ It is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.3 that all . 
the operators derived and defined in the course of the proof depend 
continuously on A(-), D(a), F, U(., a), V(-, .) (in the appropriate topologies), 
and the factors of T. These considerations ultimately lead to the conclusion 
P,(. ) + P( .) in M(H), where P,(-) is the solution to the Riccati equation 
associated with T,,. Thus we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let (5.4)-(5.6) be satisfied. For sufficiently large n let 
P(e) denote the solution to 
P,(t>x =u,(t, 0) F, v,(O, t>x 
+ )-( U,(t, s)M n(s) - P,(s) D,(s) I vn(s, t) x ds 
.O 
on (0, bJ. Then 
lim e;;;ttp 1 P,(t) - P(t)1 = 0. 
n 
Next we shall investigate continuous dependence with respect to strong 
convergence. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A, be a bounded subset of A (in the 1. l,I,.I. topology). 
Assume T,, j T strongly and T,,, T E A, for all n. Then .F(T,,) j.?-(T) 
strongly. 
Proof Let x ER be simple, x = CT!, X(wi)(t)xi. Then 
IX(T,,)x -X(T)XI = c E(wi)(T- T”) xi + 0 as n --) 00. (5.7) 
i=l 
Choose E > 0 and let x E A?. Take xk simple with /x - xk / < E. Then 
I.9-(T,,)x-.9-(T)x[< IX(T,)x-R(T,)xk/ + IX(T,Jxk-.mF(T)xk/ 
+ lx(T)-% -9-(T)XI 
< I T,, II lx - xkl + Ic+?Tn) Xk -~(T)X,I + I Tin lx -xkl’ 
Then as n + co, recalling (5.7) and the hypotheses on (T,}, the right-hand 
side above is bounded by constant . E. 1 
THEOREM 5.4. With the hypotheses of the lemma above and the 
condition sup,, I ,Ca(T,,)l < 03, the factors of T,, converge strongly to the 
factors of T. 
Proof Let X+(n), X-(n) denote the causal and anticausal factors of T,, , 
respectively. We will also denote the factors of T by A’, and X-. Let 
W+(n) = (I + X+(n)) ’ - I. From Corollary 2.6, 
W+(n) = -Y-(T,)M(T,,) Ct. 
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From the identity 
.d(T,,) - .d(T) = dyT,)[.d-‘(T) - JP’(TJ .d(T), 
we have, for x E ?‘, 
where z,(t) = P’(T- T,) P’(.@‘(T)x)(t). Hence, 
l.~(T,)x - .d(T)xl < sup l.~(T,)I {(l/b) .I- lz,(~)12 w’*. 
But z,(t) + 0 a.e. since T,, + T strongly. Also, 
lz,W G (sup I T,I + I Tl> I-~(r>l Ix(t>l- 
Thus by dominated convergence, >d(T,)x --) .d’(T)x. This, together with 
Lemma 5.3, implies that 
W+(n) + w+ strongly, (5.8) 
where W+=(Z+X+)p’-Z. Now sup,lT,I1, sup,/-r9(T,J < co, the 
equality E(w).F(T,,) =,F(T,J E’(o), and (5.3) yield 
Then from the identity 
sup I W+(n)/, < 00. (5.9) 
-K(n) =.F”((I+ W+(n)) T,,) G-, (5.10) 
(5.8), (5.9), and Lemma 5.3, we obtain 
X(n)-tX strongly. (5.11) 
Now, 
implies 
x,(n>=.+?T,(Z+ K(n))) G+, 
where W_(n) = (Z + X-(n))-’ -I. From Corollary 2.6, 
W?(n) = -Y-(T;) d(T;) G+. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
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And since {T,,} c/i,, it follows that 
sup 1 w-(n>( = sup I wyn>( 
< sup I T,ll l~@‘(Tn>l < co- 
Also, 
(5.14) 
Iw~(n)x-w~xl=~(z+X~(n))-‘X-(z+X~)-’XI 
=1(1+X-(n)>-’ (X- -x-(n))(Z+X->-‘xl 
< (1 + sup / K(n)l) 1(X- -x-(n>)(I+X->-‘xl. 
Then (5.11) and (5.14) imply that 
W-(n) + w- strongly. (5.15) 
Hence, X+(n)+ X, strongly by (5.12), (5.14), (5.15), and Lemma 5.3. I 
COROLLARY 5.5. With the notations of the theorem, the following hold: 
(i) W+(n) --f W, strongly, 
(ii) supn I W+(n)l, < 00, 
(iii) sup” / W*(n)lA < co, 
(iv> SUP” IX+(n)l, < 00. 
Proof: Part (i) is contained in (5.8) and (ii) is contained in (5.9). Part 
(iii) is proved in a manner analogous to (ii). To prove (iv) we use (5.12) to 
obtain 
X+(n)=.F(T,) G+ +.F(T,, W-(n)) G’. 
Then for a Bore1 set w, 
I~~~~~+~~~l~I~,I,I~‘~~~~fl+l~,I~I~-~~~l lE’(w)G+l.
But, 
IE’(o)G+ I = wg 1; j 
” 
(P’x12 dt/ 
I/2 
IX1 = I 
< drn. 
Thus I E(o) X, (n)l < constant . v’m for all n. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Let u, + u strongly in B(H). Then 6, + 8 strongly in B(R). 
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Proof: 
15,x - 6x1 = vqz(1‘ lu,x(t) - ox( dty2. (5.16) 
For each t, 0,x(t) + ox(t) by hypothesis. Hence the integrand in (5.16) 
converges to zero pointwise. Also, 
I a,x(t> - Nt>l G I on - 01 I--+X 
with sup, lun - ul < co (by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem). The result then 
follows from dominated convergence. 1 
In (4.15) let D, = I, D, = D. Let 
A n(t) + A (0 strongly for a.e. t, (5.17) 
D,(t) + D(t) strongly for a.e. t, (5.18) 
F, + F strongly, (5.19) 
U,(t, s) --f qt, s) strongly for t, s E [0, b], (5.20) 
V,(t, s)+ q, s> strongly for t, s E [0, b]. (5.21) 
Further assume that IAn(t / D,(t)l, I U,,(t, s)i and j V,,(t, s)i are uniformly 
bounded in n, t, s. Associate the operators r(n) with A,,(.), D,( . ), F,, 
U,(., .), and V,(., .) as in (4.14). With these hypotheses it is easy to show 
that (T(n)} is a bounded subset of L.l f’ L *A (in the /. l.l.l. topology). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let T(n) be defined as above, and assume the condition 
sup /~WW>l < co is satisfied. Then the solutions P,,(.) of 
P,W = U,(t, 0) F, v,(O, Ox 
+ f u,(t> s)@,(s) -P,(s) D,(s) P,(s)) VII@, t) x ds (5.22) 
0 
converge strongly to the solution P(.) of (4.19) on [0, b]. 
ProoJ Each T(n) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, hence the 
proof of the theorem holds verbatim for each T(n). Inserting the appropriate 
subscripts into the proof, we have from (4.32) 
A(n) + a,(n)=A,,(n) +,F(Tl(n))A(n)Nn =fl(%r,J(A. + 6,(n))&,, 
(5.23) 
where 
A(n)=Al(n)+Y(W+(n))A2(n)+;i-((I+ W+(n))D,T,(n))A(n)-fi. 
(5.24) 
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Now it is straightforward to verify that r,(n) -+ T, strongly, Jy^, -+JV 
strongly, A i(n) -P A i strongly, and /i&z) + .4 z strongly. Then using Lemmas 
5.3 and 5.6 and Corollary 5.5, it follows that A(n)-+A strongly. Next note 
that by taking D, = Z we actually have 
p, =/l(n) + d,(n), (5.25) 
where P, is the solution to (5.17). Thus the proof of the theorem will be 
complete once we show 6,(n) + 6, strongly. To this end recall that 6,(n) is 
the unique solution to 
(z+~~(n))6=II,(n)-/i(n)+~(T,(n))A,~~-~(X+(n))/i(n)JZr,, 
(5.26) 
where .X,(n) E B(H(H)), .%,(n) =.F(X+(n)) 6.4,. Now X+(n) = 9(n) Z(n), 
so that for v E H 
I 
I 
x, (n)v: t+ U,(t, $1 r,(s) 4s) ds. 
0 
By hypothesis 1 U,(t, s)l is uniformly bounded in n, t, s. We claim that 
sup ess sup IT,(s)/ < co. 
n s 
To show this we consider the identity 
X,*(n) =,F(T(n)*) G- +.F(W’T(n)) ?;(n)* G-. 
Then computations in the manner of the obtainment of A in (4.27) yield 
rz = r:(n) +.F(WY:(n)) E(n)*, 
where r:(n) E ./T(H), Z(n)* E, R(H, W) depend only on the adjoints of the 
operators in (5.17~(5.21). It is easily seen that 
SUP ICYn>l, l-+)*1 < 00. 
Then from Corollary 5.5, 
SuPI~,I=WC 
G su~ilC(n)l + I w*(n>l, lz(n>* II < 03. 
Thus there exists M such that 
sup ess sup 1 U,(t, s) Z,(s)/ < M. 
n 1.x 
(5.27) 
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Now denote the right-hand side of (5.26) by cm and the right-hand side of 
(4.31) by (T. By our previous remarks o, -+ u strongly. Now fix x E H. Then, 
= IF(X+ (n)) 6,Jqn)x - sT(X+) cw”x I 
< Ifl(X+ (n>) ~,Jf(~b - X(X+ (n>> d,Jlrx I + I fV+ @>)(a, - a)/trx I
+ IF(X+ (n)) tL.Kx - T(X+) f%fx I
G sup lX+@)l, {l~,(Jtr(n> -J-k + IF, -aYxll n 
+ IQv+(n)) -mx+)) fix-4 
Now sup lX+(n)l, < co by Corollary 5.5, 6, -+ 0 strongly by Lemma 5.6, 
J’“(n) -+M strongly, sup !a,/ < co by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, and 
.F(X+(n))-+ST(X+) strongly by Corollary 5.5, Theorem 5.4, and Lemma 
5.3. Putting these considerations together we have 
Since Xi(n)(u,)x -Xi(u)x =T(n)(Xi-‘(n)(u,))x -~(~~-‘(a))~, it 
follows from induction that for each r 
lim X;(n)(uJx = Xi(u)x. (5.28) n 
Let E > 0. Recalling the estimate (3.4) from Proposition 3.4, we can choose q 
so large that 
5 I.F’:(n)(u,)xl, T I.W;(u)xl < E/2 for all n. (5.29) 
r=q r=q 
Now since X,(n) and .F are quasinilpotent, the solutions to (4.31) and 
(5.26) are, respectively, 
d,(n) = 2 (-l)“~~‘:(n) un, 
r=0 
Hence, 
q-1 
l&(n>x - 4x1 < c (-1)’ [27’(n) un -x:(u)]X 
r=0 
+ f {lx;(n)(u,)xI + IJy(u)xI}. 
r=q 
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As n -+ 00 the first term on the right above tends to zero by (5.28), and the 
second term is bounded by E by (5.29). Therefore 6,(n) + 6, strongly, and 
the theorem is proved. 1 
The condition sup l.cP(T,,)I < 00 is readily satisfied if, for example, 
T(n) > 0. This is the typical situation encountered in approximating 
solutions of Riccati equations arising from regulator or estimation problems. 
Without this hypothesis the conclusions of the theorem remain valid on some 
interval [0, b*] c [0, b] where supn IPb'T(n) Pb' 1 < l-just replace the 
operators r(n) with Pb‘ T(n) Pb'. 
Finally, we remark that the continuous dependence results in this section 
involving the special factors are valid in the more general setting L@ n L*". 
where p is any probability absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. 
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